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Abstract. Despite recent progress on computer vision and natural lan-
guage processing, developing video understanding intelligence is still hard
to achieve due to the intrinsic difficulty of story in video. Moreover, there
is not a theoretical metric for evaluating the degree of video understand-
ing. In this paper, we propose a novel video question answering (Video
QA) task, DramaQA, for a comprehensive understanding of the video
story. The DramaQA focused on two perspectives: 1) hierarchical QAs as
an evaluation metric based on the cognitive developmental stages of hu-
man intelligence. 2) character-centered video annotations to model local
coherence of the story. Our dataset is built upon the TV drama “Another
Miss Oh”3 and it contains 16,191 QA pairs from 23,928 various length
video clips, with each QA pair belonging to one of four difficulty levels.
We provide 217,308 annotated images with rich character-centered an-
notations, including visual bounding boxes, behaviors, and emotions of
main characters, and coreference resolved scripts. Additionally, we pro-
vide analyses of the dataset as well as Dual Matching Multistream model
which effectively learns character-centered representations of video to an-
swer questions about the video. We are planning to release our dataset
and model publicly for research purposes and expect that our work will
provide a new perspective on video story understanding research.
Keywords: Video Question and Answering, Evaluation Metric for QA,
Character-Centered Video Annotation
1 Introduction
A story is a series of events across multiple scenes centered around a succession
of character’s actions. Given that humans communicate regularly and naturally
through stories, the ability to understand stories is a crucial part of human
intelligence that sets humans apart from others [35,38].
Among various kinds of narratives, dramas, especially in the form of video,
are considered one of the best narrative mediums for developing human-level
3 We received official permission to use these episodes for research purposes from the
content provider.
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AI algorithms from two points of view. Firstly, they have multiple modalities
such as a sequence of images, audio (including dialogue, sound effects, and back-
ground music) and text (subtitles or added comments). Secondly, they show
cross-sections of everyday life by demonstrating socioculturally appropriate be-
haviors through the characters. However, understanding video stories is consid-
ered to be challenging to current machine learning methods, due to the causal
and temporal relationships between events, which can be complex and are often
left implicit [27].
One way to enable a machine to understand a video story is to train the
machine to answer questions about the video story [30,21]. To train the model,
a large number of question-answer pairs for video stories are required. While
several recent studies have suggested Video Question Answering (Video QA)
datasets [36,13,22,8,16], these datasets do not give sufficiently careful considera-
tion to two aspects of video story understanding. First, the collected QAs in the
previous studies are highly-biased and lack variance in question difficulty. How-
ever, QAs with hierarchical difficulty levels are crucial, as people with different
levels of intelligence will understand the given video story differently [4]. Sec-
ond, previous works did not provide any consistent annotations for characters to
model this coherence. However, focalizing on characters plays an important role
in forming local story coherence, because stories are represented by a sequence
of actions that characters perform [28,5].
In this work, we propose a new Video QA task, DramaQA, for more com-
prehensive understanding of video story. 1) We focus on the understanding with
hierarchical QAs used as a hierarchical evaluation metric based on cognitive
developmental stages of human intelligence. We defined the level of understand-
ing in conjunction with Piaget’s theory [4] and collected QAs accordingly. In
accordance with [7], we classified questions into one of four hierarchical stages,
based on two criteria; memory capacity (MC) and logical complexity (LC). With
these hierarchical QAs, we offer a more sophisticated evaluation metric to mea-
sure understanding levels of Video QA models. 2) We focus on the story with
character-centered video annotations. To learn character-centered video repre-
sentations, the DramaQA provides rich annotations for main characters such
as visual bounding boxes, behaviors, and emotions of main characters and also
coreference resolved scripts. By sharing character names for all the annotations
including QAs, the model can have a coherent view of characters in the video
story. 3) We provide a Dual Matching Multistream model to answer questions for
video story by utilizing the character-centered video annotations. Using both a
context matching module and a character matching module, our model efficiently
learns underlying correlations between the video clips, QAs and characters.
In the subsequent sections, related works for previous Video QA datasets and
models are reviewed, then the DramaQA dataset is formally introduced. Next,
we outline details of the dataset and experimental results from our proposed
Dual Matching Multistream model.
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2 Related Works
Video understanding area has been actively studied and several tasks including
datasets have been proposed such as action recognition [9,34,10,33,2,11], video
classification [1], video captioning [39,20,15], and spatio-temporal object seg-
mentation [25]. However, these researches focus on perceiving and recognizing
visual elements so that they are not suitable for high-level visual reasoning. To
circumvent this limitation, video question answering for short video clips are pro-
posed as a benchmark for high-level video understanding [29,8,22]. These works
only dealt with a sequence of images about short video clips, which would not
include a meaningful story. Unlike these video question answering, Video Story
Question Answering focuses on the story narrative about video. A story is a se-
quence of events, which means video with meaningful stories contain a relatively
long sequence of videos and consists of a series of correlated video events. Video
Story Question Answering requires the ability to discriminate what’s meaningful
in a very long video, and also requires visual processing, natural language, and
additional acoustic modeling. Recently, there have been some studies proposing
datasets for use in the domain of video story understanding [36,13,16].
MovieQA [36] uses the plot synopses of the movies to create Video QA
datasets. In addition to movie clips, the dataset contains various data such as
plots, subtitles and DVS. However, since QA pairs are generated based only
on the given complicated plot synopses, it is not easy to answer the questions
by using an insufficient amount of the dataset. The PororoQA [13] dataset was
created by directly watching animation videos (not real-wolrd videos), making
their QAs more tightly coupled to these videos. Most of these questions were
very similar to subtitles and descriptions.TVQA [16] is a large-scale video QA
dataset based on 6 TV shows. TVQA aims to utilize both visual and language
information from 60-90 second video clips. They also inform users which specific
part of the video is needed for answering questions, which is essential ground
truth for localization. Most of their questions are focused on relatively short
moments (less than 15 seconds) which is not targeted for story understanding.
In this context, our research suggests Video Story QA dataset with carefully
designed evaluation metric and provides a character-centered video annotations
to solve it.
3 DramaQA Dataset
3.1 Overview
Drama is a genre of narrative that can be described as a series of events consisting
of several main characters. These characteristics of drama make it a suitable tar-
get for video story research. We collected the dataset on a popular Korean drama
Another Miss Oh, which has 18 episodes, 20.5 hours in total. DramaQA dataset
consists of sequences of video frames (3 frames per second), character-centered
video annotations, and QA pairs with hierarchical difficulty levels. Figure 1 il-
lustrates the DramaQA dataset. We also present a comparison of our dataset to
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Deogi: Mother, have some pancakes
None: Why did you(Deogi) make so much? 
Haeyoung1: I(Haeyoung1)'m not getting married.
Deogi: What did you(Haeyoung1) say?
Deogi: You(Haeyoung1) must be out of your mind, saying such things out of the blue.
Haeyoung1: We(Haeyoung1, Taejin) fought planning the wedding.
Q : How did Deogi react when Haeyoung1
said Haeyoung1 won’t get married?
A : Deogi yelled at Haeyoung1 and hit 
Haeyoung1’s head.
Difficulty 3
Jeongsuk Deogi
DeogiHaeyoung1
Deogi Haeyoung1
Q : Why did Deogi make food a lot?
A : Because Deogi wanted to share the food 
with her neighborhoods.
Difficulty 4
Q : What did Jeongsuk hand over to the 
man? 
A : Jeongsuk handed over a plate to the man.
Difficulty 2
Q : How is Haeyoung1's hair style?
A : Haeyoung1 has a long curly hair.
Difficulty 1
Fig. 1. An example of DramaQA dataset which contains video clips, scripts, and QA
pairs with levels of difficulty. A pair of QA corresponds to either a shot or a scene, and
each QA is assigned one out of a possible four stages of difficulty (details in Section
3.2). A video clip consists of a sequence of images with visual annotations centering
the main characters.
some recently proposed video QA datasets (Table 1). Among the datasets, only
the DramaQA provides difficulty levels of the questions and rich information of
characters including coreference resolved scripts.
In Section 3.2 and 3.3, we give detailed descriptions about QA hierarchy and
character-centered annotations.
3.2 Question-Answer Hierarchy for Levels of Difficulty
To classify question-answer pairs into hierarchical levels of understanding, we
propose two criteria: Memory capacity and Logical complexity. Memory capac-
ity (MC) is defined as the required length of the video clip to answer the ques-
tion, and corresponds to working memory in human cognitive process. Logical
complexity (LC) is defined by the number of logical reasoning steps required to
answer the question, which is in line with Piaget’s developmental stage [26].
Criterion 1: Memory Capacity The capacity of working memory increases
gradually over childhood, as does cognitive and reasoning ability required for
higher level responses [3,19,23]. From the machine learning perspective, gener-
alizing data gets harder when the search space is increased so that the longer
video story to answer a question requires, the harder to reason the answer from
the video story is. Here, we consider two levels of memory capacity; shot and
scene. Detailed definitions of each level are below:
• Level 1 (shot): The questions for this level are based on video clips less
than about 10 seconds long, shot from a single camera angle. This set of
questions can contain atomic or functional/meaningful action in the video.
Most recent datasets which deal with video belong to this level [8,18,22].
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Table 1. Comparison between video story QA datasets. Only DramaQA dataset pro-
vides hierarchical QAs and character based visual metadata. Average target video
length for single QA is divided into shot level and scene level, since we provide multi
level QA.
# Q
# Annotated
Images
Avg. Video
len. (s)
Textual
metadata
Visual
metadata
Q. lev
MovieQA[36] 6,462 - 202.7
Plot, DVS,
Subtitle
- -
PororoQA[13] 8,913 - 1.4
Description,
Subtitle
- -
TVQA[16] 152,545 - 76.2 Subtitle - -
TVQA+[17] 29,383 148,468 61.49 Subtitle Obj. Bbox
DramaQA 16,191 217,308
3.7a
91.3b
Script*
Char. Bbox
Behavior,
Emotion
X
a Average video length for shot
b Average video length for scene
* Coreference resolved script
• Level 2 (scene): The questions for this level is based on clips that are
about 1-10 minutes long without location change. Videos at this level contain
sequences of actions, which augment the shots from Level 1. We consider
this level as the “story” level according to our working definition of story.
MovieQA [36] and TVQA [16] are the only datasets which belong to this
level.
Criterion 2: Logical Complexity Complicated questions often require more
(or higher) logical reasoning steps than simple questions. In a similar vein, if
a question needs only a single supporting fact with a single relevant datum,
we regard this question as having low logical complexity. Here, we define four
levels of logical complexity from simple recall to high-level reasoning, similar to
hierarchical stages of human development [32].
• Level 1 (Simple recall on one cue): The questions at this level can be
answered using simple recall; requiring only one supporting fact. Supporting
facts are represented as triplets in form of {subject-relationship-object} such
as {person-hold-cup}.
• Level 2 (Simple analysis on multiple cues): These questions require re-
call of multiple supporting facts, which trigger simple inference. For example,
two supporting facts {tom-in-kitchen} and {tom-grab-tissue} are referenced
to answer “Where does Tom grab the tissue?”.
• Level 3 (Intermediate cognition on dependent multiple cues): The
questions at this level require multiple supporting facts with time factor to
answer. Accordingly, the questions at this level cover how situations have
changed and subjects have acted.
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Q : Why did Taejin bow politely to Chairman?
A : Taejin had to talk about money with Chairman.
Q : What's Dokyung doing?
A : Dokyung is holding a phone.
Q : What did Deogi put on the table?
A : Deogi put a plate on the table.
Q : How did Dokyung know the message from cellphone had come?
A : Dokyung heard the vibrating sound coming from his cell phone.
Dokyung phone
hold
Deogi
put
plate
on
table
Shot Single 
Supporting Fact
Difficulty 1
Shot Multiple 
Supporting Facts
Difficulty 2
Scene Time factor
Difficulty 3
Scene Causality
Difficulty 4
Dokyung phone
check
phone
vibrate
Dokyung
have
phone
in
pocket
Chairman
waste
money
Taejin
visit
Chairman
Taejin
bow
Chairman
Fig. 2. Four examples of different QA level: Difficulty 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively. Difficulty
1 and Difficulty 2 target the length of shot video. Difficulty 1 requires single sup-
porting fact to answer and Difficulty 2 requires multiple supporting facts to answer.
Difficulty 3 or Difficulty 4 requires a time factor to answer and target the length of
scene video. Especially, Difficulty 4 requires causality between supporting facts from
a different time.
• Level 4 (High-level reasoning for causality): The questions at this level
cover reasoning for causality beginning with “Why”. Reasoning for causality
is the process of identifying causality, which is the relationship between cause
and effect from actions or situations.
Construct difficulties of QA’s Hierarchy with Two Criteria From the
two criteria, we define four hierarchical difficulties for QA and these difficul-
ties are consistent with cognitive developmental stages of Piaget’s theory [26,4].
Questions classified to level 1 in MC and LC belong to Difficulty 1 which is avail-
able from Pre-Operational Stage where a child thinks at a symbolic level, but is
not yet using cognitive operations. Questions classified to level 1 in MC and level
2 in LC belong to Difficulty 2 which is also available from Early Concrete Stage
where a child can utilize a relevant operation between multiple supporting facts.
Questions classified to level 2 in MC and level 3 in LC belong to Difficulty 3
which is available from Middle Concrete Stage where a child can think by utiliz-
ing more than two relevant cognitive operations and utilize dependent multiple
supporting facts across time. Questions classified to level 2 in MC and level 4 in
LC belong to Difficulty 4 which is available from Concrete Generalization Stage
where a child can just generalize only from personal and concrete experience and
have a higher thought on causality in relation to “why”. Examples for each level
are illustrated in Figure 2. We analyze overall distributions of levels per episode
and 5W1H question types per difficulty level in the appendix.
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Anger, Sit down
Dokyung
Neutral, Look at / Back on
Jinsang
Neutral, Stand up
Haeyoung1
Disgust, Watch
Deogi
Neutral, Walk
KyungsuHappiness, hold
Jiya
Happiness, look at/back on
Chairman
(a)
Kyungsu : Yes. Yes, that's right. Something came up. 
I(Kyungsu)'m sorry. I(Kyungsu)'m really sorry.
Deogi :  Are you(Heayoung1) a human? Are 
you(Heayoung1) even a human being? Still smiling 
after you(Heayoung1) called off the wedding?
Haeyoung1 :  It's a hundred times better to not marry instead of 
marrying then splitting up later! 
We(Heayoung1,Teajin) wouldn't have been able to 
live together for a long time anyway!
Deogi :  If you(Heayoung1) weren't going to marry 
him(Teajin), then why did you(Teajin) bring him 
home? How could you(Heayoung1) do this? It's 
such an embarrassment!
Haeyoung1 :  Seriously! Then should I(Heayoung1) torture to 
myself and live with him(Teajin)?
Kyungsu :  Something came up. Yes. I(Kyungsu)'m sorry. Yes. 
Yes. Yes, I(Kyungsu)'m sorry.
Deogi :  You(Heayoung1) brat! How could you(Heayoung1) 
talk back like this? What are you(Heayoung1) 
doing?
(b)
Fig. 3. Examples of visual metadata and coreference resolved scripts. Our dataset pro-
vides visual metadata containing the main characters’ bounding box, name, behavior,
and emotion for each frame. Providing character-centered visual metadata helps un-
derstanding video story with scripts containing the main character’s coreference.
3.3 Character-Centered Video Annotations
As the characters are primary components of stories, we provide rich annotations
for the main characters in the drama “Another Miss Oh”. As visual metadata, all
image frames in the video clips are annotated with main characters’ information.
Also, to give a consistent view of the main characters, all coreference of the main
characters is resolved in scripts of the video clips. Figure 3 shows the examples
of visual metadata and coreference resolved scripts.
Visual Metadata
• Bounding Box: In each image frame, bounding boxes of both a face rect-
angle and a full-body rectangle for the main characters are annotated with
their name. In total, 20 main characters are annotated with their unique
name. We denoted 20 main characters in the appendix.
• Behavior & Emotion: Along with bounding boxes, behaviors and emo-
tions of the characters shown in the image frames are annotated. Including
none behavior, total 28 behavioral verbs, such as drink, hold, cook, is
used for behavior expression. We denoted details of 28 behavioral verbs in
the appendix. Also, we present characters’ emotion with 7 emotional adjec-
tives; anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, surprise, and neutral.
In Figure 4, distributions of main character and their behavior and emotion in
visual metadata is visualized. As shown in Figure 4(a), Haeyoung1 and Dokyung
appear the most frequently among all characters. For Figure 4(b) and (c), note
that various behaviors and emotions are represented except the situations when
cannot express much information due to its own trait like none behavior or
neutral emotion.
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 4. (a) The percentage of each character’s frequency in visual metadata. Haeyoung1
and Dokyung is two main characters of drama AnotherMissOh. Haeyoung2 is the person
who has same name with Haeyoung1, but we divided their name with numbers to get
rid of confusion. (b) The percentage of each behavior frequency in the visual metadata.
none behavior occupies a lot because there are many frames with only character’s face.
(c) The percentage of each emotion frequency in the visual metadata.
(a) (b)
Fig. 5. (a) Top: Top-3 most frequently the person who the speaker talk to, for each
top 6 most spoken person. Bottom: Top-3 most frequently the person who the speaker
talks about, for each top 6 most spoken person. (b) The percentage of each person’s
utterance in the script.
Coreference Resolved Scripts To understand video stories, especially drama,
it is crucial to understand the dialogue between the characters. Notably, the in-
formation such as “Who is talking to whom about who did what?” is significant
in order to understand whole stories. In DramaQA, we provide this information
by resolving the coreferences for main characters in scripts. As shown in Figure 3,
we annotate the characters’ names to all personal pronouns for characters, such
as I, you, we, him, etc. By doing so, characters in scripts can be matched with
those in visual metadata and QAs. We show analyses of each person’s utterances
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in the scripts (Figure 5). First of all, we analyze who was the most frequent per-
son talking with the main character and mentioned in their dialogue. As shown
in Figure 5(a), we can see that two protagonists of the drama, Dokyung and
Haeyoung1, appeared most often in their dialogue. Also, it indirectly shows the
relationship between the main characters. Hun, Dokyung ’s brother, is familiar
to Dokyung but a stranger to Haeyoung1. Figure 5(b) shows the percentage of
each character’s utterance from whole episodes.
4 Model
We propose Dual Matching Multistream which grounds evidence in coherent
characters to answer questions about the video. Our main goal is to build a QA
model that understands the story, by utilizing the three modalities of the main
character-centric annotations: speaker annotated scripts, visual metadata, and
visual bounding boxes. We use a context matching module to get a QA-aware
sequence for each stream, and a character matching module to focus on parts
directly related to characters in QA. Outputs of these two modules are converted
to a score for each answer candidate to select the most appropriate answer. Figure
6 shows our network architecture. In the following sections, we give detailed
descriptions about feature extraction in Section 4.1, context matching module
in Section 4.2, character matching module in Section 4.3, and answer selection
in Section 4.4.
Deogi Haeyoung
Deogi
Deogi
score
(script based)
score
(behavior, emotion)
Haeyoung1: I(Haeyoung1)'m not 
getting married.
Deogi: What did you(Haeyoung1) say?
Script
(Deogi, stand up, Surprise)
(Haeyoung1, sit down, Sadness)
(Deogi, stand up, Anger)
Behavior, Emotion
Bounding box
Haeyoung
Haeyoung
Q: How did Deogi react when Haeyoung1 said 
Haeyoung1 won't get married?① Deogi yelled at Haeyoung1 and hit
Haeyoung1’s head.② Deogi praised Haeyoung1 and made food.③ Deogi cried and got out of the house.④ Deogi fell on the floor.⑤ Deogi threw the knife to Haeyoung1.
st
re
am
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am
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Fig. 6. Our Dual Matching Multistream model, which learns underlying correlations
between the video clips, QAs and characters using both a context matching module and
a character matching module. Final scores for answer selection is sum of each stream’s
output score.
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4.1 Feature Extraction
An input into our model consists of a question, a set of five candidate answers,
and three types of streams related to video context: speaker annotated scripts,
visual metadata (behavior and emotion), and visual bounding boxes. An input
stream from the script concatenates all words that appear. We denote the script
S ∈ RTS×DW where TS is the number of words in the target video and DW is the
word embedding dimension of each word. An input stream from visual metadata
concatenates all {behavior, emotion} pairs that appear in the target video. We
denote the visual metadata stream M ∈ R2TV ×DW where TV is the number
of total visual samples. The visual bounding box input stream concatenates
all of the visual features of a person’s full body bounding box. We denote the
visual bounding box feature stream as B ∈ RTV ×DV where DV is the feature
dimension of each bounding box. Each question and its five corresponding answer
candidates are also preprocessed using the same method as the script stream.
We denote a question as Q ∈ RTQ×DW and i-th answer candidates as Ai ∈
RTAi×D
W
, where TQ and TAi is the length of each sentence.
In order to better understand the context, we also use character information
from a speaker of script and a character which is annotated in visual meta-
data. Both pieces of character information are converted to one-hot vector and
concatenated to input streams embedding dimension respectively.Then, we use
bi-directional LSTM to get streams with temporal context from input streams.
We concatenate the hidden states from both forward and backward directions
at each timestep and we denote that as HS ∈ RTS×2h, HM ∈ RTM×2h, and
HB ∈ RTB×2h where h is hidden dimension of BiLSTM. Similarly, we can get
hidden states of question HQ and i-th answer candidate sentence HAi . In Figure
6, green lines are indicating HS , HM , and HB respectively, and orange line is
indicating HQ and HAi as query.
4.2 Context Matching Module
The context matching module converts each input sequence to a query-aware
context by using the question and answers as a query. This approach was taken
from [31]. Context vectors are updated with a weighted sum of query sequences
based on the dot product similarity between each query timestep and its corre-
sponding context vector.
CS,Q = (HS(HQ)T )HQ ∈ RTS×2h (1)
CS,Ai = (HS(HAi)T )HAi ∈ RTS×2h (2)
where HQ is the query sequence from the given question and HAi is query
sequence from the i-th candidate answer. We can get CM,Q, CM,Ai , CB,Q, and
CB,Ai in the same manner.
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4.3 Character Matching Module
Under the assumption that there is background knowledge that covers the entire
video clip, such as the characteristics of each of the main characters, we have
global representations for each character name MC ∈ RNC×d, where NC is the
number of main characters and d is a dimension of each character representation.
In our case d is same with 2h for multi-head attention. We use a multi-hot
vector ci ∈ RNC to encode whether a character’s name appears in each QA pair
{Q,Ai}. From these, we get character query qi = cTi MC from each QA pair,
which is equivalent to the sum of representation of characters who appear in Q
or Ai. In Figure 6, blue line is the query qi.
Using this qi as query, we used a variation of multi-head attention on in-
put stream HS , HM , and HB to find parts directly related to the character
appearing in the question and answer. This idea is borrowed from the previous
work [37,12]. This module takes input stream HS , HM , and HB as key K and
qi as query q. We project the query and each input stream timestep respectively
to h hidden projections of dk dimension, with h different parameter matrices.
Then dot product attention is calculated between each input projection qW qi and
query projection KWKi .
ai = DotProd(qW
q
i ,KW
K
i ) ∈ RT (3)
DotProd(x, Y ) = softmax(xY T /
√
dk) (4)
where ai is attention score for each timestep of input stream at i-th projection,
and W qi and W
K
i are i-th weight matrices.
After we get dot product attention, we expand attention scores and multiply
to each projection vector.
headi = (ai × 1T ) (KWVi ) (5)
where 1 is a vector of all ones with dk dimension, × is the outer product of two
vectors, WVi is i-th projection matrix and  is element-wise multiplication.
After concatenating all heads in the second dimension, a linear layer is applied
to ensure that shape matches the input stream.
MultiHeadAttn(H,qi) = [head1; · · · ;headh]Wo (6)
where Wo is a linear layer with Rhdk×d.
As an output of multi-head attention has the same shape as the input stream,
we add the input and the output with normalization.
H ′ = Norm(H + MultiHeadAttn(H,qi)) (7)
where H′ is CS,qi , CM,qi , or CB,qi for HS , HM , or HB respectively. This output
is the context of the story directly related to the person in the QA pair.
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4.4 Answer Selection
We concatenate HS from Section 4.1, CS,Q and CS,Ai from Section 4.2, and
CS,qi from Section 4.3. We also concatenate boolean flag f which is TRUE when
the speaker or the person in visual metadata appears in the question and answer
pair.
HSall,Q,Ai = [HS ;CS,Q;CS,Ai ;CS,qi ; f ], (8)
where we can get HMall,Q,Ai and HBall,Q,Ai with the same concatenation pro-
cess.
For each concatenated stream HSall,Q,Ai , we apply 1-D convolution filters
with various kernel sizes and concatenate them to get final representation:
oS[i] = maxpool([Convi1; Convi2; Convi3; Convi4]) (9)
Convij = ReLU(Conv(H
Sall,q,ai , wSj )) (10)
where oS[i] is the final representation for i-th answer candidate from the script,
and w
Sj
c ∈ Rj×(4d+1)×d/2 is a weight parameter of each convolution with kernel
size j. Applying max-pool over time and linear layer after oS[i], we calculate
scalar score for each candidate answer. We can get oM and oB using the same
approach. The final output score is simply the sum of output scores from the
three different streams, and the model selects the answer candidate with the
largest final output score as the correct answer.
5 Results
5.1 Settings
DramaQA dataset has 16,191 QA pairs which we separated into 10,098 for train
set, 3,071 for validation set, and 3,022 for test set, each of which doesn’t have
any QA which targets video existing in other set. We use pretrained GloVe
features [24] to initialize and make each word embedding trainable. We also ini-
tialize the main character words with random vectors to represent character level
features. To initialize and fine-tune words of text input, we use 300 dimensions.
For visual bounding box features, we used ResNet-18 [6] pretrained feature ex-
traction. To get streams with temporal context from input streams, we use 150
hidden dimensions for BiLSTM, which means the output of Section 4.1 has 300
dimensions for each timestep. We use 4 heads and 75 dimensions for dk at multi-
head attention layer at Section 4.3. We limited our script input length to 300
words and our visual metadata samples to 100 samples for speed and memory
usage, which covers over 97% of textual data and 82% of visual samples. The
batch size is 16 and cross-entropy loss is used. For optimization, Adam [14] is
used with 10−4 learning rate and 10−5 weight decay.
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Table 2. Quantitative result about ablation study of our model on the DramaQA
test set. We divided test set by difficulty level and get performance of each set. Last
and second last columns respectively show the average of performance of each set and
performance of overall test set, respectively. Our-{S,M,B} indicates our model without
input script, behavior&emotion, and visual bounding box respectively. Our-Char.Match
is our model without character match module and Our-Con.Match is our model without
context matching module.
Model Diff. 1 Diff. 2 Diff. 3 Diff. 4 Overall Diff. Avg.
QA+DotProd 51.46 47.66 41.46 50.38 48.98 47.74
QA+MLP 30.29 27.73 28.18 27.43 28.95 28.41
Our−M 74.84 70.22 54.77 57.43 68.64 64.31
Our−B 74.48 69.20 56.03 57.93 68.44 64.41
Our−S 75.41 69.46 51.76 56.17 68.14 63.20
Our−Con.Match 60.77 58.81 32.41 33.75 52.89 46.43
Our−Char.Match 76.05 70.47 54.27 54.16 68.77 63.74
Our 75.69 71.10 56.03 55.92 69.24 64.69
5.2 Quantitative Results
Table 2 shows our quantitative results on our dataset. QA+DotProd model is
designed to choose the highest score on the consine similarity between the aver-
age of question’s word embeddings and the average of corresponding candidate
answer’s word embeddings. QA+MLP model concatenates average of question’s
word embeddings and the average of corresponding candidate answer’s word
embeddings and gets scores with softmax function after simple MLP network
with 600 dimensions for input, 50 dimensions for the hidden layer, and 1 di-
mension for output. Our-{S,M,B} indicates our model without input script,
behavior&emotion, and visual bounding box respectively. Note that three input
streams are helpful to infer a correct answer. After all, most of QAs in shot
level inquire visual information and most of QAs in scene level need joint un-
derstanding of visual and textual information. Our-Char.Match is our model
without character match module and Our-Con.Match is our model without con-
text matching module. Note that Con.Match module is more dominant to get
correct answer than Char.Match module. Char.Match module only covers QA
when different characters appear for each answer candidate, so it shows lower
accuracy.
5.3 Qualitative Results
In this section, we visualize our qualitative results from Dual Matching Multi-
stream model. As shown in Figure 7, our model predicts an answer successfully
by matching characters from candidate answers with their information from each
input source. For example, given emotions & behaviors, the model can infer De-
ogi yelled at Haeyoung1 as Deogi is angry at Haeyoung1. The given bounding
boxes persist the model to notice Deogi hit Hayoung1 ’s head. Moreover, the
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given scripts show the situation where Deogi is yelling at Haeyoung1. By collect-
ing these clues, the model solves the QA task correctly. More examples including
failures are provided in the appendix.
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Q. Why does Gitae call to Dokyung through walkie talkie?
(Difficulty 4)
A1. Gitae calls to Dokyung to sing for him. 
A2. Gitae calls to Dokyung to make a fuss. ✔
A3. Gitae calls to Dokyung to tell a joke. 
A4. Gitae calls to Dokyung to scream. 
A5. Gitae calls to Dokyung to compliment.
bounding box emotion/behavior scripts
scripts
emotion/behavior
bounding box
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Q. Who is dancing with people? (Difficulty 2)
A1. Dokyung is dancing with people. 
A2. Sukyung is dancing with people.
A3. Jinsang is dancing with people.✔
A4. Haeyoung1 is dancing with people. 
A5. Haeyoung2 is dancing with people.
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Q. How did Deogi react when Haeyoung1 said Haeyoung1 
won’t get married? (Difficulty 3)
A1. Deogi praised Haeyoung1 and made some food for Haeyoung1.
A2. Deogi cried and got out of the house.
A3. Deogi yelled at Haeyoung1 and hit Haeyoung1’s head. ✔
A4. Deogi fell on the floor.
A5. Deogi threw the knife to Haeyoung1.
bounding box emotion/behavior scripts
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Fig. 7. Examples of our model’s correct prediction. Each answer score of inputs are
shown in colored tables. The model predicttions are indicated by checkmark, and
ground truth answers are in blue.
6 Conclusion
To develop video story understanding intelligence, we propose DramaQA dataset
with hierarchical evaluation metric and character-centered video annotations.
Our dataset has cognitive-based difficulty levels for QA and hierarchical evalua-
tion metric. Also, it provides coreference resolved script and rich visual metadata
for character-centered video. Utilizing character-centered annotations, we sug-
gest a Dual Matching Multistream model with a context matching module and
a character matching module. Using both a context matching module and a
character matching module, our model efficiently learns underlying correlations
between the video clips, QAs and characters. For further work, we will provide
hierarchical character-centered description objects, related objects, and places.
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APPENDIX
This appendix provides additional information not described in the main text. It
contains analyses about the dataset in Section A.1, dataset collection methods
in Section A.2 and qualitative results of our model in Section B.
A Dataset
A.1 Dataset Analysis
Hierarchical QAs DramaQA has four hierarchical difficulty levels for each
questions, which are used as an evaluation metric. Figure 8(a) shows overall
distributions of levels along with the episodes. Because a single scene of a video
has multiple shots, the number of questions for Difficulty 1 and 2 is naturally
larger than that for Difficulty 3 and 4. We also visualize 5W1H question types per
difficulty level in Figure 8(b). In Difficulty 1 and 2, Who and What questions are
the majority. In case of Difficulty 3, How and What types are the top-2 questions.
In Difficulty 4, Most of questions are start from Why.
(a) (b)
Fig. 8. (a) The number of QA pairs per episode and difficulty level. Given that the
scene length is tens of times than the size of the shot, the variation between levels is
small compared to the number of videos. (b) The number of 5W1H question types per
difficulty level.
A.2 Data Collection
For the data collection process, we hired fluent English speakers without using
a crowdsourcing service because of a copyright issue on the distribution of the
drama video as well as using the characteristics of the drama annotation-task.
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Since annotating visual information requires not only knowledge of the charac-
ters but also the stories going on the drama, utilizing a crowdsourcing service
with a considerable number of part-time workers might decrease the quality of
the resulting annotation dataset. Therefore, with automated visual annotation
tagging tools, all annotation tasks were carried out by a small group of dedi-
cated workers who are aware of the whole drama story-line and the individual
characters involved in the story.
For visual metadata annotation, the visual bounding boxes were created using
an automated tagging tool, and workers manually annotated the main charac-
ters’ names, behaviors, and emotions. We predefined main characters, emotions,
and behaviors as follows:
– Main character: Anna, Chairman, Deogi, Dokyung, Gitae, Haeyoung1, Haey-
oung2, Heeran, Hun, Jeongsuk, Jinsang, Jiya, Kyungsu, Sangseok, Seohee,
Soontack, Sukyung, Sungjin, Taejin, Yijoon
– Emotion: anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, surprise, neutral
– Behavior: drink, hold, point out, put arms around each other’s shoulder,
clean, cook, cut, dance, destroy, eat, look for, high-five, hug, kiss, look
at/back on, nod, open, call, play instruments, push away, shake hands, sing,
sit down, smoke, stand up, walk, watch, wave hands, write
The QA pairs were created with the following rules: 1) Workers must use
the main characters’ names (i.e. Haeyoung1, Dokyung, Deogi, etc.) instead of
pronouns (i.e. They, He, She, etc.). 2) Questions and answers should be complete
sentences. 3) All sentences should be case-sensitive. For hierarchical difficulty of
QAs, different rules were applied for each level:
– Difficulty 1
• The Question-Answering (QA) set should be based on only one support-
ing fact (A triplet form of subject-relationship-object) from the video.
• Question can (should) be started with Who, Where, and What.
– Difficulty 2
• The Question-Answering (QA) set should be based on multiple support-
ing facts from the video.
• Question can (should) be started with Who, Where, and What.
– Difficulty 3
• The Question-Answering (QA) set should be based on multiple situ-
ations/actions with sequential information. To answer the question at
this difficulty, temporal connection of multiple supporting facts should
be considered, differently from Difficulty 2 questions.
• Question can (should) be started with How (recommended) and What.
– Difficulty 4
• The Question-Answering (QA) set should be based on reasoning for
causality.
• Question can (should) be started with Why.
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B Qualitative Results
Figure 9 and 10 are the examples of our model’s prediction. Each answer scores
from scripts, emotion/behavior, and bounding boxes are shown in colored tables.
As these answer scores are obtained using softmax, the sum of these scores is
1. A checkmark indicates the model predictions, and ground truth answer is in
blue.
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Q. Why could Haeyoung1 not see Deogi in the bus? (Difficulty  4)
A1. B cause Haeyoung1 is a blind.
A2. Because Deogi put her head down. 
A3. Because Deogi got off when Haeyoung1 got in the bus. ✔
A4. Because Deogi hid in the back seat.
A5. Because Deogi was hidden by people.
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Q. Who walked away from Hun? (Difficulty 1)
A1. Dokyung walked away from Hun. ✔
A2. Deogi walked away from Hun.
A3. Heeran walked away from Hun. 
A4. Jeongsuk walked away from Hun.
A5. Anna walked away from Hun.
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Q. How do Haeyoung1’s colleagues act when Haeyoung1 
complains about the superior? (Difficulty 3)
A1. Haeyoung1’s colleagues like Haeyoung1’s comment and laugh.✔
A2. Haeyoung1’s colleagues condemn Haeyoung1 about Haeyoung1’s ...
A3. Haeyoung1’s colleagues go out of the office.
A4. Haeyoung1’s colleagues go to the superior s office and protest ...
A5. Haeyoung1’s colleagues send a message to their boss.
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Fig. 9. Examples of our model’s correct prediction. In the case of the example above,
we can find evidence for the correct answer from visual sources, so scores from bounding
box and emotion&behavior are high. Although it doesn’t have any clue from script, it
has high score from script using the relationship between Dokyung and Hun. In the
case of the example below, we can find evidence for the correct answer from all input
sources, so it correctly choose the answer sentence.
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Q. Why does Gitae call to Dokyung through walkie talkie?
(Difficulty 4)
A1. Gitae calls to Dokyung to sing for him. 
A2. Gitae calls to Dokyung to make a fuss. ✔
A3. Gitae calls to Dokyung to tell a joke. 
A4. Gitae calls to Dokyung to scream. 
A5. Gitae calls to Dokyung to compliment.
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Q. Who is dancing with people? (Difficulty 2)
A1. Dokyung is dancing with people. 
A2. Sukyung is dancing with people.
A3. Jinsang is dancing with people.✔
A4. Haeyoung1 is dancing with people. 
A5. Haeyoung2 is dancing with people.
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Q. How did Deogi react when Haeyoung1 said Haeyoung1 
won’t get married? (Difficulty 3)
A1. Deogi praised Haeyoung1 and made some food for Haeyoung1.
A2. Deogi cried and got out of the house.
A3. Deogi yelled at Haeyoung1 and hit Haeyoung1’s head. ✔
A4. Deogi fell on the floor.
A5. Deogi threw the knife to Haeyoung1.
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Fig. 10. Examples of our model’s prediction. In the case of the above example, our
model predicts the first candidate answer, which is incorrect. Since the correct answer
cannot be obtained from any input sources, the wrong answer is chosen. In the case of
the example below, we can find evidence for the correct answer from all input sources.
